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Résumé

Ce rapport documente la méthode selon laquelle une bande
magnétique peut être enregistrée sur le système informatique
CYBER 170 modèle 175/6600 de Chalk River pour transférer des
informations (programmes sources et/ou données codées) à
d'autres systèmes informatiques. Il permettra également à
l'utilisateur de fournir les normes voulues pour une bande
magnétique reçue devant être enregistrée sur un autre
système informatique .
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ABSTRACT

This report documents the method by which a magnetic tape
may be written on the CRNL CYBER 170 Model 175/6600
computer system in order to transfer information (source
programs and/or coded data) to other computer systems.
It will also enable a user to provide the specifications
for an incoming magnetic tape which is to be written on
another computer system.
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PREPARATION OP MAGNETIC TAPES
FOR THE TRANSFER OF INFORMATION

TO/FROM OTHER COMPUTER SYSTEMS

by

K.D. Clark and M.A. Peterson

1. INTRODUCTION

This report documents the recommended procedures by which a
CRNL Computer Centre user can prepare a magnetic tape to be
used to transfer information (source code and/or data* to
another computer system. It may also serve as a guide for
the preparation of a magnetic tape to be used to transfer
information to the CRNL Computer Centre installation - a CDC
CYBER 170/6600 system using the NOS/BE operating system(1).

2. OVERVIEW

Source programs and data should be transferred between
computer installations as coded files. Compiled programs,
binary data, or UPDATE (2) Program Libraries should not be
exchanged with other computer installations. Within each
file on the transfer tape each data record should be of a
fixed length. A tape block (physical record) size of between
3000 and 4000 characters is recommended. A blocking factor
of 40 (cards per block) resulting in a block size of 3200
characters is convenient. It is recommended that transfer
tapes be written as unlabelled nine-track tapes at 1600 BPI
(phase encoded) containing ASCII or EBCDIC coded information.
ASCII code is the industry standard. EBCDIC is an IBM code.
Both codes may be read on virtually all large computer
systems. The CRNL computer user should determine the code
required on the target system. Either code raay be used for
tapes being sent to CRNL.

It is assumed for this report that a CRNL computer user is
transferring the source code of a FORTRAN program to another
computer system. This program consists of a main routine and
subroutines, and it call? routines from the AECL FORTRAN
Subroutine Library AELIB (3) and the CDC FORTRAN system
library.

First of all the user should get a complete loader map of the
program and decide which subroutines should be transferred
with the main program and which of these are actually
portable. The site consultant can provide advice at this
stage, helping to track down library and system subroutines
and advising on their portability. (Further information and
AECL policy on the transfer of AELIB routines is provided in
Section 3.)
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It may be at this stage that some code changes will have to
be made to remove the use of subroutines that are not
portable or to provide a simplified version of these
routines. It is very important that the recipient receive as
portable and as complete a package as possible. For all
subroutines sent along with the main program and for
subroutines that are not portable enough to send,
documentation should be included so that the recipient car:
have the option of substituting suitable local software at
his/her site.

Once the user has established the list of software to be
sent, and is satisfied that this software is reasonably
portable, the next step is to prepare the tape for transfer.

There are four stages involved in the preparation, of a tape
to transfer this source code and/or data:

i) the preparation of the source program and/or data files,
ii) the writing of the magnecic tape,
iii) the verification of the contents of the tape,
iv) the preparation of documentation to accompany the

program source code.

Section 4 presents a series of jobs that prepare transfer
tapes. Only the FORTRAN source program is written to the
first tape. The source program and test data are written to
the second tape. The third tape is used to transfer the
source program, a file of test data, and a file containing
the printed output generated when the test data is processed.

The FORTRAN program calls one or more AELIB routines. The
user's FORTRAN routines are contained in an UPDATE Program
Library in the permanent file system. The sources of the
AELIB routines are retrieved from the AELIB source tape. The
card images of the AELIB routines and the source of the
user's routines are combined into one disk file prior to
running a job that writes a magnetic tape. The EBCDIC code
is used in writing the transfer tapes in these sample jobs.

A TAPSCAN (5) job is run to verify the format of each tape.
In addition, the contents of a transfer tape should be
verified. The program source code is copied from the tape
and compiled. The object code may be CATALOGed and used in a
subsequent test job or executed immediately to read the tsst
data from the tape. The logic of these sample jobs may be
extended to accomplish the transfer of an arbitrary number of
files.

3. TRANSFER OF AELIQ ROUTINES

Before transferring AELIB source code to another
installation, the user should ensure that the AELIB routines
are portable and that the recipient is in agreement with the
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following conditions of transfer:

i) AELIB software will not be used to generate commercial
revenue,

ii) AELIB software will not be transferred to a third party,
iii) any publication resulting from the use of AELIB software

will acknowledge the author(s) of the software and AECL.

A number of AELIB routines are system and/or configuration
dependent. This includes AELERR, LEGVAR, XTIME, MFID, SPY
and all the plotting and paper tape routines. Source code
for these routines is not transferable and should be replaced
before being sent.

For some of the AELIB routines that are system dependent, an
external (i.e. non-system-dependent) version is provided on
the AELIB source tape under the control of the *DEFINE
EXTERNAL directive to UPDATE. This directive should always
be used when source code is requested for possible transfer.
For more information about the system dependencies of
particular routines, see your site consultant.

The CALCOMP plotting routines (PLT, SYMBOL, NUMBER, LINE,
AXIS, etc. - the AELIB routines 2-1-60 to 2-1-63) are
supported on many installations and the programs employing
them require very few modifications to enable them to be
compiled and executed on other computing systems. Conversion
may be as simple as changing calls of PLT to calls of PLOT
and modifying references to the plot-initializing routine
PLOTI, and should be the responsibility of those implementing
the program on another installation. A copy of the
documentation for the CALCOMP routines from the AELIB Users'
Manual should be enclosed with the other documentation being
sent, but the AELIB source code for the CALCOMP routines
should not be sent. All other AELIB plotting routines are
not transferable and should be replaced or removed.

4. JOBS INVOLVED IN THE PREPARATION OF A TRANSFER TAPE

4.1 CATALOGing a Source Copy of the FORTRAN Program Routines

This job CATALOGS the compile file from the UPDATE Program
Library containing the user's source program. The UPDATE
parameters 'D' and '8' are used in order to remove the UPDATE
card identifiers. The source routines are compiled and the
object routines are loaded in order to generate a load map.
The load map is examined to find routines that should
accompany the user's routines in order to have a complete
program. Among these would be most AELIB routines, CDC
FORTRAN routines such as LEGVAR and other routines having
local or machine dependent features. Using the loader map as
a list, the user must decide which routines are portable and
which must be removed or revised before the program is sent.
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JOBNM,Bc-u,T20,1080.
ATTACH,OLDPL,MYPROGLIB,ID=MINE.
UPDATE,F,D,8.
CATALOG,COMPILE,MYPROGRAMCARDS,ID=MINE.
FTN,I,OPT=0,R=3.
MAP,ON.
LOAD,LGO
NOGO.

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

4.2 CATALOGing a Source Copy of the AELIB Routines Involved

Following the decision about which AELIB routines are to be
transferred the source code of these routines is CATALOGed as
a permanent file on disk. They are extracted from the AELIB
source program library tape AELIB4. In doing so the calls to
the usage-monitoring routine LIBSTAT are removed as suggested
in the AELIB Users' Manual (3) by the inclusion of the
•DEFiNE EXTERNAL directive. The "quick" mode of the UPDATE
utility is employed to select decks (routines) specified on
"•COMPILE" directive cards. Changes may be required to this
source co<3e to remove system dependent features that are not
under control of the *DEFINE EXTERNAL directive.

JOBNM,Bc-u,T20,IO80,MT1.
VSN,OLDPL=AELIB4.
LABEL,OLDPL,R,L=AELIBPL,NORING.
UPDATE,Q,D,8.
CATALOG,COMPTLE,MYAELIBCARDS,ID=MINE.
FTN,I,B=0,R=3.

E O S (7/3/9 CARD)

*IDENT XXX
•DEFINE EXTERNAL
•COMPILE ROUTIN1
•COMPILE ROUTIN2
•COMPILE ROUTIN3

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

4.3 Combining User Routines and Other Required Routines

In this job the source for the complete FORTRAN program is
saved as one permanent file of card images. The user's
routines and the AELIB routines are COMBINEd (1) with other
required routines to create a single complete source file.
This combined source file is copied using the utility FORM
(6) to remove any remaining card identifiers in columns 73 to
80 of source cards.

The additional routines that may be required would normally
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be replacements for CDC FORTRAN system routines or routines
local to the CRNL Computing Centre installation. The routine
AELERR, that prints error messages generated by AELIB
routines, requires special consideration. A replacement for
AELERR must accompany the AELIB routines source. Similarly,
routines XTIME (from AELIB) and LEGVAR (a CDC FORTRAN system
routine) are replaced if called by the user's routines.
Compilation and load map (7) generation allow the
completeness of the program to be checked.

JOBNM,Bc-u,T20,IO80.
ATTACH,A,MYPROGRAMCARDS,ID=MINE.
ATTACH,B,MYAELIBCA.RDS,ID=MINE.
REWIND,A,B.
COPYCR,A,C.
COPYCR,B,C.
COPYCR,INPUT,C.
REWIND,C.
COMBINE,C,D,3.
REWIND,D.
FILE,D,RT=Z,BT-C,FL=80.
FILE,E,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
FORM.
CATALOG,E,MYSOURCECARDS,ID=MINE.
REWIND,E.
FTN,I=E,OPT=0,R=3.
MAP,ON.
LOAD,LGO.
NOGO.

E O S (7/8/9 CARD)

SPECIAL ROUTINES REQUIRED BY FORTRAN PROGRAM

E O S (7/8/9 CARD)

INP(D)
OUT(E,BGD=X)
REF(E,1X72=1X72)

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

4.4 Writing the Source Code to the Transfer Tape

A CCL (CYBER Control Language) (1) procedure named "COPYFIL"
is established and called each time the file is to be copied.
This procedure executes the FORM utility with an owncode
routine that stops FORM when a file boundary is read on the
input file. Files copied in this way should have no end-of-
record marks before end-of-data. This structure may be
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ensured by the use of the COMBINE utility (as in the
preceding job). This job uses the VSNEW control statement
(1) to obtain a new magnetic tape of 600 feet in length. The
combination of the parameters on the tape REQUEST statement
(1) and the corresponding FILE statement (8) specify that the
tape will be the type defined in Section 2. A second FILE
statement is required to define the input (source) file for
the FORM utility. The CCL (1) iterative statements "WHILE"
and "ENDW" define a control statement loop executed five
times to write five copies of the source file on the tape.
Multiple copies of the file on the tape increase the
probability that the tape will be read successfully on the
target system. The . control statement
"COPYBF,EOF,TAPE." writes. an end-of-file (tape mark)
following each file copy.

JOBNM,Bc-u,T20,IO80,NTl.
COPYCR,INPUT,COPYFIL.
ATTACH,SOURCE,MYSOURCECARDS,ID=MINE.
FILE,SOURCE,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
VSNEW,TAPE,ID=MINE,L=6. COMMENT.
REQUEST,TAPE,NT,S,EB,PE,RING.
FILE,TAPE,RT=F,BT=K,FL=80,RB=40,MBL=3200,CM=YES.
REWIND,TAPE.
WHILE,R1.LT.5,CCLOOP.
REWIND,SOURCE.
COPYFIL,SOURCE,TAPE.
COPYBF,EOF,TAPE.
SET,R1=R1+1.
ENDW,CCLOOP.

E O S (7/8/9 CARD)

.PROC,COPYFIL,INFILE,OUTFILE,CCLDAT=EDATA.
REWIND,DXLGO.
FTN,I=CCLDAT,B=DXLGO,L=0.
REWIND,DXLGO.
FORM,I=CCLDAT,OWN=DXLGO.
REVERT.
.DATA

SUBROUTINE DXROUT
STOP 'FILE BOUNDARY READ'
END

.EOR
INP(INFILE,DX=DXROUT)
OUT(OUTFILE)

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

4.5 Verifying the Format of the Transfer Tape

The TAPSCAN utility (5) is used to check the structure of the
information on the magnetic tape. The printed output from
TAPSCAN depicts the file and block structure of the tape.
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Scanning of the magnetic tape will stop, in this case, when
two consecutive tape marks are encountered. As only the tape
number differs from job to job, the TAPSCAN jobs for the
other two tapes written in Sections 4.7 and 4.8 are not
listed.

JOBNM,Bc-u,T10,IO30,NT1.
VSN,TAPE=xxxxxx.
REQUEST,TAPE,NT,S,NS,EB,PE,NORING.
TAPSCAN,TAPE,N=0,CM=YES.

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

4.6 Verifying the Contents of the Transfer Tape

The magnetic tape is read in a manner corresponding to its
description as an unlabelled nine-track tape at 1600 BPI
(phase encoded) containing EBCDIC coded information in 3200
character blocks. The procedure COPYFIL is used to copy the
first of the five file copies to mass storage. The copied
source file is compiled. The object code file (LGO) is
CATALOGed and loaded to generate a load map. This load map
should be inspected to ensure that all routines unique to CDC
FORTRAN and the local CYBER system are found on the LGO file

i.e. they are included in the source file routines.
Subsequent tost jobs should be run using this LGO file to
prove that the FORTRAN program from the magnetic tape
functions as the original program does.

JOBNM,Bc-U,T20,IO80,NTl.
COPYCR,INPUT,COPYFIL.
VSN,TAPE=xxxxxx.
REQUEST,TAPE,NT,S,EB,PE,NORING.
FILE,TAPE,RT=F,BT=K,FL=80,RB=40,MBL=3 200,CM=YES.
REWIND,TAPE.
FILE,SOURCE,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
COPYFIL,TAPE,SOURCE.
RETURN,TAPE.
REWIND,SOURCE.
FTN,I=SOURCE,OPT^0,R=3.
CATALOG,LGO,TAPESOURCELGO,ID=MINE.
MAP,ON.
LOAD,LGO.
NOGO.

E 0 P (7/8/9 CARD)

CCL procedure COPYFIL (from Section 4.4 above)

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)
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4.7 Transferring Program Source Code and Coded Test Data

Coded test data should be sent along with a source program
whenever possible. This necessitates the writing of more
than one file to the transfer tape. These two jobs write and
verify a tape containing both the source program code and a
file of coded test data. The test data is read from
permanent file "MYTESTDATA", which consists of 80-character
card images.

Writing the Transfer Tape

In the control statement loop (WHILE to ENDW) the COPYFIL
procedure is used once for each of the two files.

JOBNM,Bc-u,T20,1080,NT1.
COPYCR,INPUT,COPYFIL.
ATTACH,SOURCE,MYSOURCECARDS,ID=MINE.
ATTACH,DATA,MYTESTDATA,ID=MINE.
FILE,SOURCE,RT=Z,bT=C,FL=80.
FILE,DATA,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
VSNEW,TAPE,ID=MINE,L=6. COMMENT.
REQUEST,TAPE,NT,S,EB,PE,RING.
FILE,TAPE,RT=P,BT=K,FL=80,RB=40,MBL= 3200,CM=YES.
REWIND,TAPE.
WHILE,R1.LT.5,CCLOOP.
REWIND,SOURCE.DATA.
COPYFIL,SOURCE,TAPE.
COPYBF,EOF,TAPE.
COPYFIL,DATA,TAPE.
COPYBF,EOF,TAPE.
SF,T,R1=R1+1.
3NDW,CCL00P.

E O S (7/8/9 CARD)

CCL procedure COPYFIL (from Section 4.4 above)

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

Verifying the Contents of the Tape

The source program is copied from the tape to a file named
SOURCE and compiled. The test data is copied to a file named
TAPE1. It is assumed that this program reads coded data on
file TAPEl.

JOBNM,Bc-u,T20,IO80,NT1.
COPYCR,INPUT,COPYFIL.
VSN,TAPE=xxxxxx.
REQUEST,TAPE,KP ",EB,PE,NORING.
FILE,TAPE ,RT=F, •-•'.. =K ,FL=40 ,MBL-3200,CM-YES.
REWIND,TAPE.
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FILE,SOURCE,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
FILE,TAPE1,RT=Z ,BT=C ,FL=80.
COPYFIL,TAPE,SOURCE.
COPYFIL,TAPE,TAPE1.
RETURN,TAPE.
REWIND,SOURCE,TAPE1.
FTN,I=SOURCE,OPT=0,R=3.
MAP,ON.
LGO.

E O S (7/8/9 CARD)

CCL procedure COPYFIL (from Section 4.4 above)

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

4.8 Transferring Program Source, Test Data, Test Job Printout

The printed output produced when the program processes the
test data may be sent along with the program source and test
data. Three files are written to the transfer tape in this
case. It is assumed here that this printed output has been
previously CATALOGed as permanent file "MYTESTPRINTOUT".

Writing the Transfer Tape

Three files are written to the tape in each iteration of the
control statements loop. The record length for the printed
output file is 137 characters. The record length and block
size appropriate for each file on the tape is set by a FILE
card before copy operations. A message in the dayfile (x)
will note each time that the FILE statement for the tape
changes the FL, RB, and MBL parameters.

JOBNM,Bc-U,T20,IO80,NTl.
COPYCR,INPUT,COPYFIL.
ATTACH,SOURCE,MYSOURCECARDS,ID=MINE.
ATTACH,DATA,MYTESTDATA,ID=MINE.
ATTACH,PRINT,MYTESTPRINTOUT,ID=MINE.
FILE,SOURCE,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
FILE,DATA,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
FILE,PRINT,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=137.
VSNEW,TAPE,ID=MINE,L=6. COMMENT.
REQUEST,TAtE,NT,S,EB,PE,RING.
REWIND,TAPE.
WHILE,R1.LT.5,CCLOOP.
REWIND,SOURCE,DATA,PRINT.
FILE,TAPE,RT=F,BT=K,FL=80,RB=40,MBL=3200,CM=YES.
COPYFIL,SOURCE,TAPE.
COPYBF,EOF,TAPE.
COPYFIL,DATA,TAPE.
COPYBF,EOF,TAPE.
FILE,TAPE,RT*F,BT=K,FL=137,RB=25,MBL=3425,CM=YES.
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COPYFIL,PRINT,TAPE.
COPYBF,EOF,TAPE.
SET,R1=R1+1.
ENDW.CCLOOP.

E O S (7/8/9 CARD)

CCL procedure COPYPIL (from Section 4.4 above)

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)

Verifying the Contents of the Tape

The source code, test data, and the test job printed output
are copied from the tape to disk files. After compilation
the program is executed and reads the test data from file
TAPE1. Finally, the test job printed output from the tape is
printed and may be compared with the program printout from
this job.

J0BNM,Bc-u,T20,IO80,NT1.
COPYCR,INPUT,COPYFIL.
VSN,TAPE=xxxxxx.
REQUEST,TAPE,NT,S,EB,PE,NORING.
REWIND,TAPE.
FILE,TAPE,RT=F,BT=K,FL=80,RB=40,MBL=3200,CM=YES.
FILE,SOURCE,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
COPYFIL,TAPE,SOURCE.
FILE,TAPEl,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=80.
COPYFIL,TAPE,TAPE1.
FILE,PRINT,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=137.
FILE,TAPE,RT=F,BT=K,FL=137,RB=25,MBL=3425,CM=YES.
COPYFIL,TAPE,PRINT.
RETURN,TAPE.
REWIND,SOURCE,TAPE1,PRINT.
FTN,I=SOURCE,OPT= 0,R= 3.
MAP,ON.
LGO.
COPYBF,PRINT.

E O S (7/8/9 CARD)

CCL procedure COPYFIL (from Section 4.4 above)

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)
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5. WRITING A DUPLICATE OF THE TRANSFER TAPE

There is no need to repeat the above steps in order to write
a second transfer tape. The NOS/BE utility COPYBF may be
used to read the existing transfer tape and write a duplicate
tape. By retaining the original transfer tape an additional
tape may be easily prepared when required. The following job
writes a tape that is identical to the tape that was written
in Section 4.8.

JOBNM,Bc-u,T20,IO80,NT2.
VSN,OLD=xxxxxx.
REQUKST,OLD,NT,S,EB,PE,NORING.
VSNEW,NEW,ID=MINE,L=6. COMMENT.
REQUEST,NEW,NT,S,EB,PE,RING.
REWIND,OLD,NEW.
COPYBF,OLD,NEW,15.

E O F (6/7/8/9 card)
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